
Frederick The Great On The Art Of War:
Revolutionizing Military Strategy

When it comes to military strategy, Frederick II, the King of Prussia known as
Frederick the Great, remains a prominent figure in history. His innovative
approach to warfare not only redefined the art of war but also paved the way for
modern military tactics. In this article, we delve into Frederick the Great's
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remarkable contributions to the art of war, analyzing his strategic brilliance and
enduring influence.

Formation of a Military Genius

Born on January 24, 1712, in Berlin, Frederick was educated in the pragmatic
and disciplined environment of the Prussian court. His father, Frederick William I,
was himself a seasoned military leader who ensured his son received extensive
training in military strategy and tactics from a young age. This early exposure laid
the groundwork for Frederick's later accomplishments as a military genius.
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Revolutionizing Warfare

Frederick the Great was a visionary leader who introduced groundbreaking
concepts that revolutionized warfare during his reign. Among his numerous
achievements, some of the most notable include:

1. The Oblique Order

One of Frederick's greatest innovations was the development and successful
implementation of the oblique order tactic. This strategy involved attacking the
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enemy's flank at a slanted angle, rather than confront them head-on. By doing so,
he exploited weaknesses in the enemy's formation and caused confusion and
disarray among their ranks, resulting in significant victories for Prussian forces.

2. Light Infantry Tactics

Frederick understood the importance of speed and flexibility in military
operations. He introduced light infantry tactics that emphasized rapid movement,
skirmishing, and the effective use of cover. This approach allowed his troops to
adapt to changing battlefields, outmaneuver opponents, and secure strategic
advantages.

3. Centralized Command Structure

Prior to Frederick's reign, military operations were often decentralized, leading to
communication delays and fragmented decision-making. Recognizing the need
for swift and unified action, Frederick implemented a centralized command
structure that streamlined communication and enabled quicker responses on the
battlefield. This innovation set the stage for modern command structures
prevalent in today's armed forces.

Impact and Legacy

Frederick the Great's contributions to the art of war extended far beyond his own
reign. His military brilliance laid the foundation for future military leaders, such as
Napoleon Bonaparte, who drew inspiration from Frederick's strategies and
tactics. Furthermore, his ideas and methods continue to be studied and analyzed
by military academies and historians worldwide, shaping contemporary military
doctrines.

Frederick the Great's mark on the art of war is undeniable. His innovative tactics,
strategic brilliance, and visionary leadership transformed the way wars were



fought during his time and continue to inspire military minds today. By challenging
conventional wisdom and introducing revolutionary concepts, Frederick the Great
forever etched his name in the annals of military history as a true master of the
art of war.
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Frederick the Great (1712-1786), King of Prussia, initiated the Seven Years' War
in 1756; outfought the formidable French, Russian, and Austrian armies aligned
against him; and established Prussia as a major power, thereby decisively
influencing the next two centuries of European history. He was also a brilliant
military thinker whose observations arose from extensive battlefield
experience.This volume presents a balanced selection from Frederick's writings
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on strategy, tactics, and mobility; the problems of logistics and a two-front war;
the combined use of infantry, cavalry, and artillery; the history of the Prussian
army; the critical battles of the Seven Years' War; generalship as an art; and
much more. A majority of this material is translated here for the first time in
English and available nowhere else. The result is an invaluable glimpse into the
inner thoughts of a military genius.
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